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The effectiveness of RNA interference (RNAi) in
many organisms is potentiated through the signal-
amplifying activity of a targeted RNA-directed RNA
polymerase (RdRP) system that can convert a small
population of exogenously-encountered dsRNA
fragments into an abundant internal pool of small
interfering RNA (siRNA). As for any biological amplifi-
cation system, we expect an underlying architecture
that will limit the ability of a randomly encountered
trigger to produce an uncontrolled and self-esca-
lating response. Investigating such limits in Caeno-
rhabditis elegans, we find that feed-forward amplifi-
cation is limited by biosynthetic and structural
distinctions at the RNA level between (1) triggers
that can produce amplification and (2) siRNA prod-
ucts of the amplification reaction. By assuring that
initial (primary) siRNAs can act as triggers but not
templates for activation, and that the resulting
(secondary) siRNAs can enforce gene silencing on
additional targets without unbridled trigger amplifi-
cation, the system achieves substantial but funda-
mentally limited signal amplification.
INTRODUCTION
Canonical RNAi is a biochemical pathway triggered by foreign
dsRNA that ultimately results in the destruction of endogenous
target RNA of corresponding sequence (reviewed in Boisvert
and Simard, 2008). The core RNAi factors that initiate this
process center on Dicer (DCR-1 in Caenorhabditis elegans),
along with its dsRNA-binding partner (RDE-4 in C. elegans);
these factors start the pathway by processing the dsRNA trigger
into short interfering RNAs (siRNAs) (Knight and Bass, 2001;
Grishok et al., 2001; Tabara et al., 2002). The double-stranded
primary siRNAs have structures characteristic of RNase III type
cleavages, 2 nt 30 overhangs, 30 hydroxyls (30-OH), and 50 mono-
phosphates (50-monoP) (Elbashir et al., 2001a, 2001b, 2001c).Primary siRNAs are then transferred to Argonaute class RNA-
binding proteins, with cleavage of one strand leaving a single-
stranded guide RNA that can engage complementary
sequences in a target RNA pool. Argonautes possess three
main domains: the PAZ domain, which binds the 30 terminus of
the siRNA; the MID domain, which binds the 50 terminus of the
siRNA; and the PIWI domain that folds into an RNase H-like
structure (Song et al., 2004). In a number of systems, most
notably inmammals andDrosophila, the destruction of the target
RNA has been shown to be mediated by a cleavage activity of
the Argonaute RNase H domain, guided by the bound siRNA
(reviewed in Nowotny and Yang, 2009). Although the simplicity
of this canonical RNAi paradigm provides some indications of
its potential biological effect, it appears from the stoichiometry
in several systems that a simple one-siRNA-one-target relation-
ship would be insufficient for the degree of gene silencing that is
observed.
How does the RNAi pathway ensure robust silencing of target
RNAs? One solution relies on themechanistic ability of individual
RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC) assemblies to serially
target multiple mRNAs (Hutva´gner and Zamore, 2002). In some
organisms such as fungi, plants, and C. elegans, the potentially
multiturnover core RNAi mechanism is supplemented through
the action of RdRP that expand the initial siRNA pool with the
generation of secondary siRNAs (Cogoni and Macino, 1999;
Mourrain et al., 2000; Sijen et al., 2001). (Although Drosophila
and mammals do not appear to possess canonical RdRPs, the
latter may use other polymerases to perform RNAi-mediating
RdRP function; e.g., Lehmann et al., 2007; Maida et al., 2009).
The C. elegans genome encodes four putative RdRPs: RRF-1,
2, 3, and EGO-1. While rrf-1 and ego-1 were initially
shown to be required for RNAi in the soma and germline, respec-
tively, rrf-3 appears to mediate endogenous gene-silencing
functions and rrf-2’s function(s) has yet to be discovered (Sijen
et al., 2001; Simmer et al., 2002; Smardon et al., 2000; Gent
et al., 2009; Pavelec et al., 2009; Vasale et al., 2010). Current
models posit at least two different small RNA pools with key roles
in RNAi: a ‘‘primary’’ pool produced upon action of Dicer on the
initial dsRNA trigger with additional small RNA produced through
targeted activity of the RdRPs. Previous work has illustrated
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siRNAs and RdRP products in that the latter often retain the 50
triphosphate (50-PPP) from the initiating nucleotide (Pak and
Fire, 2007; Sijen et al., 2007).
Biological effects of 20–30 nt RNAs in eukaryotes frequently
involve their incorporation into RISCs that include a member of
the Argonaute protein family whose sequence-directed activity
is programmed by a single small RNA effector. The C. elegans
genome encodes 27 putative Argonautes, a diversity supporting
the varied biological activities and molecular roles of several
small RNA families in this organism, including microRNAs,
piRNAs, and several types of endogenous siRNAs (Grishok
et al., 2001; Yigit et al., 2006; Guang et al., 2008; reviewed in
Fischer, 2010). Small RNA distributions during an RNAi response
in C. elegans further exemplify the potential for mechanistic
plurality inherent in a diversity of Argonautes, with 50-monoP
(primary) siRNAs having been shown to bind the Argonaute
RDE-1, whereas 50-PPP siRNAs (RdRP products) bind the
‘‘WAGO’’ group of worm-specific Argonautes (Yigit et al., 2006).
Current models posit the expansion of small RNA pools during
RNAi as resulting from an ability of individual siRNA RISC
complexes interacting with a target message to recruit RdRP
and thereby generate a target-limited population of RdRP
products. This model, involving four types of RNA species (initial
dsRNA trigger, target mRNA, primary siRNAs, and RdRP prod-
ucts), certainly allows for amplification and propagation of
RNAi responses as long as populations of trigger and target
RNAs are present.
Given the efficacy of RdRP activity, why don’t RNAi processes
amplify indefinitely (Sijen et al., 2001; Bergstrom et al., 2003; Pak
and Fire, 2007; Sijen et al., 2007)? Unbridled secondary siRNA
generation could potentially create havoc, generating diverse
sequences that could potentially direct the destruction of unre-
lated RNAs. Experimental analysis of RNAi in C. elegans offers
the flexibility of altering the structure and delivery of trigger
RNA as well as the genetic background of the recipient animals
in characterizing the interference response. Combining these
two capabilities with high-throughput sequencing to charac-
terize populations of RNAs associated with RNAi, we have inves-
tigated the mechanistic basis for limitations to amplification of
RNAi in C. elegans.
RESULTS
Properties of Primary and Secondary siRNA Pools
during RNAi
In C. elegans, RNAi proceeds in two phases: the primary
and secondary siRNA responses. To distinguish between these
phases, we established an assay wherein RNAi against the sel-1
gene was initiated by feeding the animals with a dsRNA trigger
(Timmons et al., 2001) that contained a series of mismatches
from the wild-type sequence at 25 nt intervals (Figure 1A). This
allows a sequence-based distinction between trigger-derived
RNA sequences and sequences derived from copying of target
RNA.
Sequencing was used to detect sel-1 siRNAs and determine
their identity with the original target and trigger sequences.
We employed two small RNA (sRNA) capture protocols for
high-throughput sequencing using the Illumina platform. To886 Cell 151, 885–899, November 9, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc.examine the broadest spectrum of siRNAs, we used a 50-P-inde-
pendent protocol, which does not distinguish between different
50 phosphoforms (Gent et al., 2010). A second protocol that
depends on ligation to a 50-monoP should enrich for 50-monoP
species such as primary DCR-1 products (Lau et al., 2001). As
previously observed (Pak and Fire, 2007), RNAs retaining a
50-PPP terminus (such as direct RdRP products) would be
depleted in the 50-monoP-enriched pool. All of the protocols
used for library production rely on a dephosphorylated 30-OH
terminus.
Using the 50-P-independent protocol, we sequenced
6,420,803 captured RNAs, of which 159,424 (2.5%) corre-
sponded to sel-1 sequence (Table 1, Figure 1B). As a control,
we examined 25,109,432 sequences compiled from multiple
sets of animals that had no exposure to sel-1 dsRNA (Gent
et al., 2010; Maniar and Fire, 2011; Wu et al., 2011); from this
control group, only 223 (<0.001%) sel-1 siRNAswere found, sug-
gesting that the observed exogenously triggered sel-1 siRNAs in
the RNAi experiments are indeed specific to the RNAi response.
Trigger-Matched siRNAs
siRNAs that match the mismatched sel-1 dsRNA trigger
accounted for only 5% of total sel-1 siRNAs in the responding
animals. We found that the sense:antisense ratio of trigger-
matched siRNAs was close to 1 (0.88 and 0.93, respectively, in
the 50-monoP-enriched and 50-P-independent pools). This
contrasts with the sense:antisense ratios for the remaining
(target-matched) sel-1 siRNAs (0.00014 and 0.00284, respec-
tively) and argues that the trigger-matched population is indeed
a defined siRNA class (Tables 1 and 2). A priori, at least three
classes of RNA molecules may comprise this trigger-matched
pool: (1) fragments of RNA generated in the bacteria fed to the
animals (potentially with diverse 50 structures), (2) primary
siRNAs generated directly through DCR-1-mediated processing
of dsRNA trigger molecules (with 50-monoP termini), and (3)
products of RdRP copying of the trigger RNA in C. elegans
(possessing 50-PPP termini). Although we cannot exclude the
presence of any of the aforementioned classes of RNAs, our
data are consistent with a substantial fraction of the trigger-
matched siRNA population carrying a 50-monoP. In particular,
enriching for 50-monoP-sRNAs produced a 12-fold enrichment
for trigger-matched siRNAs among total sel-1 siRNAs (p =
0.0189) (compare N2 trigger-matched siRNAs in Tables 1 and
2). Although consistent with the 50 structures of DCR-1 products,
these data do not address whether these trigger-matched prod-
ucts are derived from the initial dsRNA inoculum (Bernstein et al.,
2001) or from copies of the original inoculum produced by an
RdRP activity.
Target-Matched siRNAs
We found that the majority of the RNAi-induced sel-1 siRNAs
were (1) antisense to the target mRNA, (2) corresponding to
sequence within the targeted region of the mRNA (nucleotides
535 to 992 of the mRNA; Table 1, Figure 1D), and (3) perfectly
matched to the target RNA, without the mismatches introduced
in the trigger (Figure 1D). Characterization of the target-matched
siRNAs revealed distinct length and sequence composition
proclivities, with a consensus length of 22 nt and frequent
appearance of a G at the 50 end (Figure S1). (The 50 G sequence
bias was also detected, to a lesser extent, in other classes of
Figure 1. Characterization of Primary and Secondary siRNA Pools with a Mismatched Trigger
(A) Mismatched trigger assay.
(B) Proportions of distinct small RNA populations from 50-P-independent small RNA capture from N2 (wild-type) animals fed mismatched sel-1 dsRNA.
(C) Proportions of distinct small RNA populations from 50-monoP-enriched small RNA capture from N2 (wild-type) animals fed mismatched sel-1 dsRNA.
(D and E) Plot of sel-1 siRNAs from 50-P-independent capture from N2 animals fed mismatched sel-1 dsRNA (D). Plot of sel-1 siRNAs from 50-monoP-enriched
capture from N2 animals fed mismatched sel-1 dsRNA(E). Gray: sel-1 mRNA, green: region of sel-1 mRNA encompassed in mismatched trigger, black: siRNA
matching both target and trigger RNAs, blue: siRNA matching only target RNA, red: siRNA matching only trigger RNA. Lightened shading indicates multiple
incidence. (See also Figure S1.)
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Table 1. Small RNAs from Various Strains Captured with the 50-P-Independent Capture Protocol
Strain N2 rde-4(ne299)
rrf-1(pk1417);
glp-4(bn2) rde-1(ne300) MAGO
rde-1(ne300);
P
rde-1(+)
rde-1(ne300);
P
rde-1(AAA)
Total barcoded,
linkered reads
6,420,803 3,134,550 2,421,299 3,178,834 2,057,199a 14,964,152 5,215,284
WS190 cDNAs
Sense 61,207 48,661 66,112 46,995 42,060 197,055 57,977
Antisense 2,482,796 1,065,915 62,707 1,092,025 383,063a 5,077,387 1,814,061
microRNAs 345,640 445,467 1,627,753 626,642 338,297 1,286,322 264,815
sel-1 siRNAs/
miRNAs:
sel-1
siRNAsb
% of
N2c
sel-1
siRNAsb
% of
N2c
sel-1
siRNAsb
% of
N2c
sel-1
siRNAsb
% of
N2c
sel-1
siRNAsb
% of
N2c
sel-1
siRNAsb
% of
N2c
sel-1
siRNAsb
% of
N2c
Antisense
Match target
only
0.395 [100%] 0.001 0.2% 0.005 1.2% 0.004 1.0% 0.019a 4.8% 0.178 45.0% 0.035 9.0%
Match trigger
only
0.011 [100%] 0.003 24.7% 0.008 69.3% 0.008 69.0% 0.003 25.3% 0.009 77.9% 0.017 157.8%
Match both 0.043 [100%] 0.001 1.4% 0.002 4.1% 0.000 0.9% 0.001 1.3% 0.027 61.1% 0.007 16.1%
Total 0.449 [100%] 0.004 0.9% 0.014 3.1% 0.012 2.7% 0.022 5.0% 0.213 47.3% 0.060 13.3%
Sense
Match target
only
0.000 [100%] 0.000 16.3% 0.000 60.3% 0.000 31.9% 0.000 26.9% 0.000 104.7% 0.000 68.7%
Match trigger
only
0.010 [100%] 0.003 28.7% 0.007 76.7% 0.003 26.0% 0.003 29.1% 0.005 55.5% 0.015 154.7%
Match both 0.002 [100%] 0.000 17.0% 0.001 51.6% 0.001 23.7% 0.001 27.0% 0.001 65.7% 0.004 168.6%
Total 0.012 [100%] 0.003 26.6% 0.009 72.2% 0.003 25.7% 0.003 28.7% 0.007 57.5% 0.019 156.7%
Total 0.461 [100%] 0.007 1.6% 0.023 4.9% 0.152 32.9% 0.026 5.6% 0.220 47.6% 0.079 17.0%
aAn additional unique 29 nt sel-1 siRNA found in 15,261 incidences in the MAGO sample has not been further characterized (see Experimental
Procedures).
bIn order to control for variability in sRNA capture between samples, sel-1 siRNA counts were normalized to miRNA counts within the same sample.
cmiRNA-normalized sel-1 siRNA counts are expressed as a fraction ofmiRNA-normalized counts of the equivalent siRNA class in N2 animals. (See also
Figure S2.)siRNAs; a portion of this 50 preference may therefore represent
a capture bias; Figure S1.) The secondary siRNAs resemble an
abundant class of endogenous siRNAs (‘‘22G’’) observed from
different loci in the absence of an external trigger, also resem-
bling virus-derived siRNAs seen during Orsay virus replication
in C. elegans (Ambros et al., 2003; Gu et al., 2009; Han et al.,
2009; Gent et al., 2010; Fe´lix et al., 2011). Based on the predom-
inant structure and perfect match to target sequences, we infer
that the bulk of the sel-1 siRNA pool is generated by RdRP action
on a target RNA template (Sijen et al., 2001, Sijen et al., 2007, and
Pak and Fire, 2007). We stress that these overall characteristics
do not exclude the presence of siRNAs derived from copying of
the trigger population by RdRP but argue that such trigger
copies would be a minority of the total. We note as well that
some RNAs without 50-monoP are, most likely, also captured
by using our 50-monoP-enrichment protocol due to modification
of 50 termini in vivo or during sample preparation, giving rise to
a population of secondary siRNAs in this pool, albeit at reduced
levels (Figures 1C and 1E; Pak and Fire, 2007).
Trigger RNAs Guide RdRP Copying of Target mRNA
without Themselves Being Templates for Amplification
We used a doubly mismatched (heteroduplex) RNA trigger to
address the possibility that the direct activity of the RdRP system888 Cell 151, 885–899, November 9, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc.on trigger dsRNAs might serve as a component of the amplifica-
tion (Figure 2). The experiment uses a trigger in which each
strand contained mismatches relative to its complementary
strand and relative to the target RNA (Figures 2A and 2B). We
used the presence/absence of these mismatches to distinguish
between potential siRNA classes: (1) primary siRNAs would
explicitly retain the mismatches present in the dsRNA trigger,
(2) secondary siRNAs generated with the target RNA as template
(thereby perfectly complementary to the target RNA), and (3)
hypothetical secondary siRNAs that could have been generated
by RdRP by using the trigger RNA as a template. The third class
of RNAs were of substantial interest as they address the ability of
primary dsRNA or its siRNA products to serve as direct
templates for amplification. The manner in which such primary
amplification products would be distinguished from trigger,
target, and target copies by their mismatch patterns is exempli-
fied in Figures 2A and 2B.
We sequenced 25,903,899 tags from animals undergoing
RNAi with the heteroduplex trigger. Of these tags, 7,203 evi-
dently derived from the original trigger RNA, 19 evidently derived
directly from (sense) target RNA, and 136,456 evidently derived
as antisense copies of the target sequence. None of the 10,804
sel-1-matched small RNAs had the mismatch pattern expected
from RdRP copying of the input dsRNA trigger.
Table 2. Small RNAs from Various Strains Captured with the 50-monoP-Enrichment Capture Protocol
Strain N2 rde-4(ne299) rrf-1(pk1417); glp-4(bn2) rde-1(ne300) MAGO
Total barcoded,
linkered reads
5,370,571 643,170 2,166,851 4,921,175 473,837
WS190 cDNAs
sense 102,558 9,431 38,351 69,174 7,921
antisense 841,472 76,879 27,914 671,455 21,575
microRNAs 922,433 358,879 1,528,074 2,063,689 301,680
sel-1 siRNAs/miRNAs: sel-1
siRNAsa
% of N2b sel-1
siRNAsa
% of N2b sel-1
siRNAsa
% of N2b sel-1
siRNAsa
% of N2b sel-1
siRNAsa
% of N2b
Antisense
match target only 0.008 [100%] 0.000 1.5% 0.002 24.4% 0.000 0.9% 0.000 2.0%
match trigger only 0.006 [100%] 0.000 4.4% 0.010 167.3% 0.001 10.7% 0.001 17.1%
match both 0.001 [100%] 0.000 0.6% 0.002 116.9% 0.000 2.8% 0.000 4.3%
total 0.015 [100%] 0.000 2.6% 0.014 91.1% 0.001 5.1% 0.001 8.4%
Sense
match target only 0.000 [100%] 0.000 25.7% 0.000 147.9% 0.000 38.0% 0.000 0.0%
match trigger only 0.006 [100%] 0.000 2.2% 0.009 156.4% 0.002 34.0% 0.001 16.0%
match both 0.001 [100%] 0.000 3.3% 0.002 148.0% 0.000 15.7% 0.000 24.2%
total 0.007 [100%] 0.000 2.5% 0.011 155.1% 0.002 31.1% 0.001 17.3%
Total 0.022 [100%] 0.001 2.6% 0.025 111.1% 0.006 26.5% 0.002 11.2%
aIn order to control for variability in sRNA capture between samples, sel-1 siRNA counts were normalized to miRNA counts within the same sample.
bmiRNA-normalized sel-1 siRNA counts are expressed as a fraction of miRNA-normalized counts of the equivalent siRNA class in N2 animals. Partic-
ularly significant in these analyses are relative differences between primary and secondary siRNA levels in distinct mutant backgrounds. Differences in
primary response can be observed in these experiments but are somewhat sensitive to variation in the character of the initial dsRNA feeding (Timmons
et al., 2001); in particular, we note that additional experiments with an rde-1(ne300) host showed these animals to be capable of producing a primary
response comparable to that seen in wild-type animals. The recovery of target-matched siRNAs in the 50-monoP-enriched pool is also somewhat vari-
able between experiments, consistent with a degree of technical variability in the 50 enrichment.Secondary siRNAs Enforce RNAi without Re-Engaging
RdRP Activity
Can the primary and secondary siRNAs also be distinguished
by the roles that they play during RNAi? Primary siRNAs
are required for secondary siRNA generation, presumably by
guiding the RdRP to the target RNA template. We asked whether
this activity could also be performed after recruitment of addi-
tional (naive) target messages by secondary siRNAs, resulting
in an amplification mechanism that would be sustained as long
as additional target is being provided. We addressed this ques-
tion by analyzing siRNAs that were generated using recipient
strains with related target RNAs that allow a distinction between
secondary and potential tertiary siRNAs.
siRNAs Derived from a Heteroallelic Configuration
The fact that C. elegans are diploid allows experimental designs
in which the two genomic regions for a given locus can carry
different and nonoverlapping deletions (Figure 3A). This configu-
ration can then be combined with a trigger that engages only one
of the two expected transcripts. Secondary siRNAs from such an
experiment would correspond only to the targeted transcript,
skipping the deletion region present in that transcript. We
know from functional experiments (Sijen et al., 2001, Alder
et al., 2003) that these secondary siRNAs can interact with addi-
tional homologous mRNAs. What is not clear is whether these
interactions can spur additional siRNA synthesis by RdRP. An
ability of these interactions to trigger tertiary siRNAs throughan RdRP engagement would be expected to produce a popula-
tion of siRNAs corresponding to a region deleted in the initial
mRNA target.
A series of deletions of the ben-1 tubulin locus, isolated in
screens for spontaneous resistance to the paralytic drug
benomyl (C.M., D. Liu, and A.F., unpublished data), provided
an excellent starting point for this analysis. We chose two
nonoverlapping deletions of 18bp (ben-1(cc1921)) and 108bp
(ben-1(cc1934)) that were each in frame (to avoid nonsense-
mediated decay of the corresponding mRNAs; Chang et al.,
2007) and that each resulted in a null phenotype. For trigger
dsRNA, we employed a segment of 109 bp contained completely
with the ben-1(cc1934) deletion (R1934; Figure 3). As a positive
control, we saw a strong siRNA signal following feeding-based
delivery of this dsRNA to either wild-type ben-1(+) animals or
animals with the ben-1(cc1921) deletion. As expected, only
a trigger-limited siRNA signal (presumably from Dicer cleavage
of the original trigger but not RdRP amplification) was seen
upon delivering this to a homologous ben-1(cc1934) strain.
Our ability to distinguish tertiary siRNAs generated through
secondary siRNA interactions with their mRNA targets comes
from delivering the R1934 dsRNA trigger to a population of
ben-1(cc1921)/ben-1(cc1934) transheterozygotes (Figure 3A).
In this experiment, the trigger molecules presumably generate
primary siRNAs that correspond to the trigger sequence (present
in cc1921 but deleted in the cc1934 allele), thus guiding theCell 151, 885–899, November 9, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc. 889
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Figure 2. A Doubly Mismatched Trigger to Test for Use of Trigger RNA as Template for Synthesis of Secondary siRNAs
(A) Scheme for using a double-mismatched trigger to distinguish by sequence between primary siRNAs, target-derived molecules and RdRP products, and
hypothetical products of RdRP copying of trigger sequences.
(B) Sequences of target RNA (wild-type), sense and antisense strands of the trigger RNA molecule. Asterisks: class 1 type mismatches where base
pairing is maintained between the two strands of the trigger dsRNA. Arrowheads: class 2 typemismatches where GUwobble pairs are introduced into the trigger
dsRNA.
(C) Plot of sel-1 siRNAs captured with 50-P-independent capture protocol. Gray: sel-1mRNA, green: region of sel-1mRNA encompassed in double-mismatched
trigger, blue: siRNA matching only target RNA, red: siRNA matching one strand of trigger RNA. Absent were the hypothetical (black) sequences that would have
been derived from copying of the primary trigger by RdRP. Lightened shading indicates multiple incidence.
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RdRP to the mRNA derived from the cc1921 allele to generate
a population of secondary siRNAs that will skip the cc1921 dele-
tion region. In a hypothetical tertiary round of RNAi following their
interaction with new target mRNAs, these siRNAs would
presumably generate antisense siRNAs from both alleles. Detec-
tion of siRNAs matching the region absent in the initial target
cc1921 would be diagnostic of such a population.
From a total of 28,611,376 small RNA sequences from the
dsRNA-treated heterozygote, 14,740 matched the ben-1mRNA
on the antisense strand (Figures 3B, S2, and S3). Only seven
siRNAs overlapped the cc1921-deleted sequence (average
normalized value = 1.3; see Figure 3B legend for normalization
method). The 1.3 value contrasts to a normalized level of anti-
sense siRNAs of 12.3 from the cc1921 deletion region in a
wild-type background. Zero siRNAs corresponding to this
sequence were observed from both homozygous cc1921 and
homozygous cc1934 animals (in which RNAi cannot be induced
due to the absence of target sequence). These results are
consistent with any presence of tertiary siRNAs representing at
most a minor fraction of the total siRNA signal in the region
surrounding the cc1921 deletion.
In order to control for the possibility that mRNAs generated
from these alleles differ in their ability to amplify the RNAi signal,
we performed the same experiment with two different ben-1
triggers corresponding to sequence either upstream (R1934U)
or downstream (R1934D) of the region deleted in the cc1934
allele (Figure 3B, S2, and S3). As mRNAs from either allele in
the heterozygotes should, in principle, provide equivalent
templates for amplified siRNA products, we would expect
higher levels of siRNAs corresponding to the cc1921-deleted
region than that observed with the R1934 trigger. Indeed, we
found that the ben-1(cc1921)/ben-1(cc1934) transheterozygotes
generated wild-type normalized levels of siRNAs overlapping the
region deleted in the cc1921 allele (8.1 and 12.5 for the R1934U
and R1934D triggers, respectively).
As a summary of the siRNA patterns produced following inter-
ference in the deletion heterozygote, we observed primary and
secondary siRNA signals but no evidence of the type of signal
expected from a major role of secondary siRNAs in interactions
with additional templates to generate a tertiary siRNA response.
These results provide support for a model in which signal ampli-
fication during an RNAi response is effectively restricted to
a single tier of primary triggers.
siRNAs Derived from a Conserved Gene Family
The actin gene family in C. elegans is comprised of five genes
(act-1 through -5) that display almost perfect peptide sequence
identity (Figure S4). Evidence for coexpression of at least four of
the genes (act-1, -2, -3, -4), combined with evidence for func-
tional redundancy between act-1, -2, and -3 (Landel et al.,
1984; MacQueen et al., 2005; Willis et al., 2006) support the
use of this gene family to evaluate the ability of C. elegans to
produce tertiary siRNAs.
We reasoned that highly similar secondary siRNAs generated
from act-1 mRNAs might elicit tertiary siRNA generation on
mRNAs of the other actin genes. In order to exclusively target
the primary response to act-1 mRNAs, we induced RNAi with
a dsRNA trigger designed against 100 nt of act-1 30UTR (Fig-
ure 4A). This experimental design enabled us to detect putativetertiary siRNAs in any of the other four 30 UTRs (due to the exten-
sive 30 UTR divergence) and in the three actin genes (all except
act-3) that have base differences from act-1 interspersed in the
coding region (Figure S4; Files et al., 1983).
Using the 50-P-independent method of siRNA capture, we
sequenced 14,759,669 sRNAs of which 462,403 aligned
perfectly to at least one of the five actin mRNAs (Figure 4). As ex-
pected, we found that many of thesemapped to the act-1 30 UTR
trigger region (Figure 4E). siRNAs mapping to the 30 UTR regions
of the other actin genes were present at low levels comparable to
those observed in experiments where animals were grown with
nonactin dsRNA triggers (Figures 4B–4D,). In the coding regions,
we saw at most slight increases over background in siRNAs that
matched other actin genes but not act-1, whereas large
increases were seen among act-1 matching siRNAs (Figure 4F).
These observations provide further support for a dearth of
tertiary siRNAs.
Genetic Requirements in a Two-Stage RNAi Response
Several conserved protein factors have been shown to be
required for RNAi in C. elegans. To place these factors and the
resulting siRNA families in a functional pathway for RNAi, we
endeavored to assess genetic requirements for primary and
secondary siRNA generation (as assessed by sequence and
structure) by using the fully duplex sel-1 trigger (Figure 1A)
carrying mismatches to the target at 25 nt intervals along its
length. sRNA pools were captured and sequenced with the
Illumina platform and both 50-P-independent and 50-monoP
-enrichment sRNA capture methods (see above).
rde-4 Is Required for Primary siRNA Accumulation
The dsRNA-binding protein RDE-4 is predicted to function
early in the RNAi pathway with DCR-1 in the generation of
primary siRNAs (reviewed in Boisvert and Simard, 2008). Consis-
tent with this role, both trigger-matched (primary) and target-
matched (secondary) siRNAs were significantly reduced in
rde-4(ne299) mutant animals. rde-4(ne299) is the only mutant
tested in which the primary siRNAs were affected (Tables 1
and 2, Figures 5, and S5).
The depletion of rde-4-dependent RdRP products also re-
vealed a population of 28 nt target-matched siRNAs (Figure S1C,
right). Interestingly, a 28–29 nt peak of antisense-matched
siRNAswas uncovered in all tested RNAi-defectivemutants (Fig-
ure S1). Such siRNAs appeared to cluster at the 30 end of the
trigger homology region in the mutants but are distributed
throughout this region in wild-type animals (Figure S6).
rde-1 Cleavage Activity Is Not Required for rde-1-
Dependent Secondary siRNA Accumulation
The Argonaute protein RDE-1 sits at a pivotal point in the RNAi
mechanism in C. elegans being required for full wild-type
accumulation of siRNAs but being dispensable for processing
of the dsRNA trigger (Sijen et al., 2001; Parrish and Fire, 2001).
In addition, Yigit et al. (2006) have shown RDE-1 to complex
with primary siRNAs. In our assay with the mismatched sel-1
trigger, we found rde-1 to be required primarily for target-
matched siRNA accumulation, consistent with the composition
of secondary siRNAs; target-matched siRNAs were reduced
96.5-fold, whereas trigger-matched siRNAs were reduced only
1.45-fold in rde-1 (ne300) animals (Table 1, Figure 5). DespiteCell 151, 885–899, November 9, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc. 891
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Figure 3. Use of a Deletion Heterozygote to Test for Production of Tertiary siRNAs
(A) Model for generation of hypothetical tertiary siRNAs in a deletion heterozygote. The ben-1 (cc1934/cc1921) transheterozygote contains two populations of
ben-1mRNAs containing either the cc1934 or the cc1921 deletions. dsRNA trigger molecules encompassing the region deleted in the cc1934 allele is introduced
when it is subsequently processed into primary siRNAs (red). The primary siRNA guides the Argonaute (presumably RDE-1) to themRNA derived from the cc1921
allele whence the RdRP is recruited generating a population of secondary siRNAs (blue). Absent from these secondary siRNAs, having been generated on the
cc1921 mRNA template, are sequences deleted in the cc1921 allele. If the secondary siRNA, in turn, is capable of recruiting the RdRP to naive mRNAs, the
resulting population should include copies made from the cc1934 deletion mRNA, resulting in some siRNAs that would overlap the region deleted in the cc1921
allele. If, however, secondary siRNAs are incapable of recruiting the RdRP, the cc1921-deleted region would be barren.
(B) siRNAs from ben-1 (cc1934/cc1921) transheterozygote RNAi experiment. siRNAs were analyzed from wild-type, ben-1 (cc1921/cc1921), ben-1 (cc1934/
cc1934), a mixture of RNA from ben-1 (cc1921/cc1921) and ben-1 (cc1934/cc1934) animals, and from ben-1 (cc1934/cc1921) transheterzygotes exposed to
dsRNAs corresponding to the R1934, R1934U, and R1934D triggers. In addition, captured RNA data sets from (1) control wild-type strains triggered for RNAi in
the act-1 gene (RACT1), (2) the sel-1 gene with the mismatched sel-1 trigger (RMMSEL1), and (3) no RNAi were included in the analyses (Gent et al., 2010; Maniar
and Fire, 2011; Wu et al., 2011). siRNAs were counted as follows: region 1, all siRNAs that unambiguously overlap the cc1921 deletion; region 2, all siRNAs that
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the low level, the siRNA signal in sel-1 dsRNA-triggered rde-1
mutant animals remained trigger dependent, with the residual
sel-1 siRNA level >10-fold above that observed in rde-1 animals
not subjected to sel-1 RNAi (Table 1 and Gent et al., 2010).
Curiously, we found a striking redistribution of the remaining
secondary siRNAs in rde-1 animals (Figure S7A, bottom left). In
wild-type animals responding to an RNAi trigger, secondary
siRNAs corresponding to sequence upstream of the trigger
region accumulated to a higher level than those downstream;
the ratio of upstream siRNAs per nucleotide to downstream
siRNAs per nucleotide is 9.51. In rde-1 animals, this ratio was
significantly different at 2.85 (p = 0.03). For comparison,
a multiple Argonaute deletion strain (MAGO animals; see below)
showed a ratio of 10.51 (not significantly different from wild-type
animals). Furthermore, secondary siRNAs in wild-type animals
were most abundant nearest the trigger region, tapering off
with distance from this region. In rde-1 animals, however, there
appeared to be an even distribution of secondary siRNAs
throughout the target mRNA (Figure S7A, bottom left). Thus,
the remaining RdRP products do not appear to be biased for
the trigger homology region in rde-1 mutants.
We propose, from the above results and prior studies, that
RDE-1 plays a key role in the recruitment of the amplification
machinery rather than an exclusive role in the destruction of
target RNAs (Figure 5; Sijen et al., 2001; Parrish and Fire, 2001;
Yigit et al., 2006;Pak andFire, 2007;Sijen et al., 2007).Consistent
with this notion, we found that catalytic activity of RDE-1 is not
essential for secondary siRNA accumulation; rde-1 (ne300)
animals expressing RDE-1 that had beenmutated in key putative
catalytic residues (RDE-1 AAA; Steiner et al., 2009) resembled
wild-type animals in the distribution of siRNAs in ourmismatched
trigger assay (Figures S7B and S7C), with a retention of 9% of
wild-type levels in assays for antisense target-matched siRNA
accumulation (by contrast RDE-1 null mutants retained less
than 1% of wild-type antisense target-matched siRNA levels;
Table 1). We found that RDE-1 AAA-expressing animals to be
compromised but not completely deficient, in RNAi as assayed
bymonitoring twitching uponpresentation of an extendedduplex
dsRNA for unc-22 (Table S2; Steiner et al., 2009). We conclude
that the RDE-1 catalytic residues, although important for robust
RNAi, are not essential for the elaboration and pattern of secon-
dary siRNAs in the presence of a homologous target mRNA.
The Redundant Roles of the RdRPs in C. elegans
Of the four putative RdRPs encoded by the C. elegans genome,
rrf-1 and ego-1 were initially shown to be required for RNAi effi-
cacy in the soma and germline, respectively (Smardon et al.,contain sequence spanning the junction of the region deleted in cc1921 with a
unambiguously overlap the cc1934 deletion; and region 4, all siRNAs that contain s
matches on both sides of the junction. Some variability in overall response is obse
tertiary siRNAs relative to their neighbors in ben-1 (cc1921/cc1934) heterozygot
pendent RNA feeding experiments (bottom panel and data not shown). As the
experiments with different triggers (due, in part, to difference in distance betwee
a percentage of antisense siRNA readswithin a region spanning 50 nt upstream an
R1934 trigger were normalized to equivalent values (as judged by the relative level
to a complete lack of an RNAi response in the former. Likewise, counts for contr
judged by the relative level of total antisense siRNAs to all cDNAs) for wild-type an
representation calculated as reads per kilobase of target per million sequence in
50-P-independent capture method was employed. See also Figure S2 and S3.2000; Sijen et al., 2001). By generating rrf-1 mutant animals
that lack the bulk of their germline tissue (through raising
rrf-1(pk1417D); glp-4(bn2ts) animals at a restrictive temperature;
Beanan and Strome, 1992), we could examine dsRNA responses
under conditions where combined rrf-1/ego-1 activity was mini-
mized. (The glp-4(bn2ts) mutation results in the genetic ablation
of all mature germ cells at the restrictive temperature.) Antisense
target-matched siRNAs were reduced 84-fold in this back-
ground, whereas antisense trigger-matched siRNAs were
reduced only 1.4-fold (50-P-independent sequences, Figure 5
and Table 1). Apparently RdRP activity is not completely absent
in rrf-1 glp-4 animals, giving rise to a subpopulation of secondary
siRNAs that are similar to those in wild-type animals in distribu-
tion along the sel-1mRNA, in length distribution, and in 50 nucle-
otide bias (Figures 5, S5B, and S1D, S1N right). These findings
are consistent with the recent observation of RNAi activity in
the intestine in rrf-1 animals (Kumsta and Hansen, 2012).
Nematode-Specific Argonautes Are Required for
Secondary siRNA Accumulation
The C. elegans genome encodes an unusual diversity of putative
Argonaute proteins. Eighteen of these 27 homologs fall into
a worm-specific clade called the WAGOs. At least four WAGOs
(ppw-1, sago-1, sago-2, F58G1.1) were previously shown to
function in an additive fashion, downstream of the Argonuate
gene rde-1 (see above), bound to secondary siRNAs. If these
WAGOs were also required for the accumulation of secondary
siRNAs, we would expect to find a decrease in target-matched
siRNAs in a strain deleted in these genes. Using the RNAi-insen-
sitive ‘‘MAGO’’ strain from Yigit et al. (2006) (deleting ppw-1,
sago-1, sago-2, F58G1.1, C06A1.4, and M03D4.6), we found
a 21-fold decrease in accumulation of secondary siRNAs (anti-
sense target-matched siRNAs; Table 1, Figures 5 and S5C); in
these assays, the MAGO strain also exhibited a modest
decrease in primary siRNA accumulation (<4-fold; Figure 5,
Table 1).
DISCUSSION
Feed-Forward Restriction of RNAi Amplification
In this work, we demonstrate that signal amplification during
dsRNA-triggered gene silencing in C. elegans is attenuated
through a scrupulous distinction between RNA triggers,
templates, and products of RdRP-driven amplification.
In C. elegans exposed to external dsRNA, Dicer cleavage of
the trigger produces a surprisingly small number of siRNAs
(Parrish and Fire, 2001; this work). These appear insufficient fort least 2 nt matches on both sides of the junction; region 3, all siRNAs that
equence spanning the junction of the region deleted in cc1934with at least 2 nt
rved in bacterial feeding experiments with C. elegans; the indicated paucity of
es has been observed over a variety of different RNAi efficiencies in five inde-
overall efficacy with which RNAi is initiated and amplified can vary between
n the trigger region and the assayed region), siRNA counts are expressed as
d downstream of the deletion. *Values for cc1934 homozygotes exposed to the
of sense ben-1 siRNAs) for wild-type animals exposed to the R1934 trigger due
ol, non-ben-1 RNAi wild-type strains were normalized to equivalent values (as
imals exposed to the R1934 trigger. ‘‘RPKM’’ is a standard metric of sequence
stances (in this case antisense cDNA sequences) (Mortazavi et al., 2008). The
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Figure 4. Assays for siRNAs Emanating from Direct and Indirect Targets of an Actin 30 UTR dsRNA Trigger
(A) Experimental design. RNAi against a member of a partially-redundant multigene family is induced with a dsRNA trigger uniquely matching the 30 UTR of one of
the gene family. For regions of mismatch between the highly similar coding regions, siRNA populations that derive from the direct target gene (act-1 in this case)
can be distinguished by sequence from potential tertiary siRNA populations that derive from the remaining genes in the family.
(B–D) Genome-wide gene by gene comparison of antisense siRNAmatches. Each point represents oneC. elegansmRNA transcript from a duplicate-subtracted
reference sequence set (Wormbase). Vertical position on each plot represents antisense siRNA counts for that gene in small RNA captured following act-1 30 UTR
RNAi as shown in A. Horizontal positions represent antisense siRNA counts from comparable RNAi experiments with nonactin triggers. (B) Horizontal axis: sel-1
mismatched trigger (see Figure 1). (C and D) Horizontal axis: ben-1 triggers R1934U and R1934D (Figure 3).
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a full gene-silencing response, serving instead as guides to
recruit RdRPs to target messages. The participation of RdRP
enzymes that can physically produce novel populations of RNA
effectors provides the process of RNAi both an opportunity for
increased efficacy (through greatly increased populations of
effectors) and increased danger (through the possibility of large
populations of unwanted effector RNAs, potentially replicating
through the activity of the RdRP) (Sijen et al., 2001; Alder et al.,
2003; Pak and Fire, 2007; Sijen et al., 2007; Aoki et al., 2007;
Bergstrom et al., 2003). The worm evidently employs a rather
remarkable set of controls to take advantage of the amplification
possibilities inherent in RdRP activities without succumbing to
them.
As a first protection, despite their engagement with the RNAi
machinery, the initial dsRNA trigger and Dicer products were
not themselves templates for detectable RdRP activities.
Instead, and distinguished perhaps through their 50 structure or
route of delivery to the RNAi machinery, the major role of primary
siRNAs appears to be the instigation of secondary siRNA gener-
ation through RdRP activity on transcripts identified by the
primary RISC complexes as targets.
Secondary siRNAs likewise appear to play a highly restricted
role in the silencing reaction. Incapable of instigating further
siRNA generation, these effectors target homologous transcripts
for degradation in a process that remains to be elucidated.
The model shown in Figure 5 proposes that the restraints on
the RNAi system described in this work are, at least in part,
responsible for the combination of high sensitivity and exquisite
specificity of responses to foreign RNA in C. elegans. First, in
allowing only primary siRNAs the role of RdRP recruitment, indis-
criminate generation of novel siRNAs is minimized and potential
exponential signal amplification following RdRP engagement
avoided. This goal is enhanced by restricting RdRP activity to
the target RNA; in particular, only effective (antisense) siRNAs
are produced in the secondary response. Second, the
secondary siRNAs that are produced are allowed to serve as
guides for destruction of target transcripts but not to serve as
either templates for RdRP or guides for RdRP recruitment. This
dual restriction prevents a feed-forward situation that could
result in ballooning amplification of secondary siRNAs under
circumstances in which a continuous population of target was
being synthesized.
Although our results argue that secondary siRNAs (those
templated on target molecules interacting with a primary siRNA)
comprise the bulk of the siRNA response radiating from an initial
interaction, the observations do not rule out a population of
tertiary siRNAs, either small in number, radiating much less
substantially from the initial interactions sites, or derived else-
where from the transcriptome, e.g., from regions with limited
homology.(E) Distribution of antisense siRNAsmatching the act-1 transcript following RNAi fe
normalized to aggregate antisense siRNA counts for allC. elegans genes, and a sm
act-1 gene is evident in comparison to control samples in which RNAi was trigge
(F) Equivalent composite coverage plot of antisense siRNAs deriving from act-2, a
siRNAs in (E) and the known error frequency in high-throughput RNA-seq metho
sequencing of act-1-matched siRNAs. This value is estimated (magenta line,
Procedures). (See also Figure S4.)In addition to the limitations described here, we note that
additional aspects of the RNAi response may contribute to
avoiding uncontrolled amplification. In particular, recent demon-
strations of foreign RNA-triggered transcriptional silencing in
C. elegans (Guang et al., 2008, 2010) suggest the possibility
that blocking target synthesis could contribute to damping of
siRNA amplification.
A Model for RNAi in C. elegans
One aspect of this analysis has been to refine and critically test
current models for RNAi responses in C. elegans based on the
explicit sequence-based detection of primary and secondary
siRNAs. Our data support a model for RNAi in C. elegans
comprising (1) processing of exogenous dsRNA trigger mole-
cules into a pool of primary siRNAs by a complex including the
dsRNA-binding factor RDE-4 and the DCR-1 nuclease (Grishok
et al., 2001, Knight and Bass, 2001, Tabara et al., 2002, Parrish
and Fire, 2001, Duchaine et al., 2006), (2) transfer of 50-monoP
siRNA to RDE-1 (Yigit et al., 2006), (3) interactions between the
RDE-1::primary siRNA complexwith target RNA that guide RdRP
machinery to synthesize short antisense transcripts (secondary
siRNAs) from target RNA (Sijen et al., 2007, Pak and Fire, 2007),
(4) transfer of secondary siRNAs to WAGO Argonautes, which
then prosecute a guided destruction of the pool of target RNAs
(Yigit et al., 2006). We discuss each step in turn below.
Primary siRNA Generation
Primary siRNA generation has been proposed to involve a
complex including DCR-1 and RDE-4. Of the RNAi factors we
tested, only RDE-4 was required for full accumulation of
trigger-matched siRNAs. Available rde-4mutants retain residual
ability to trigger silencing (Parrish and Fire, 2001; Habig et al.,
2008), consistent with a low level of trigger-matched siRNAs
that we observed in the rde-4mutant. Whether this residual level
represents an alternative pathway for siRNAgeneration or simple
leakiness of the mutants remains to be determined. Because
DCR-1 is required for viability at diverse stages (Grishok et al.,
2001; J.M. and A.F., unpublished data), explicit confirmation of
a DCR-1 role in primary siRNA generation was not possible
with the mismatched trigger assay. A lack of dramatic decrease
in trigger-matched siRNA levels in our analysis of RDE-1 and
WAGO mutant backgrounds suggests that primary siRNAs may
be stable without protection by Argonaute complexes.
The Transition from Primary to Secondary siRNA
Generation
Data from Yigit et al. (2006) have suggested a model in which
primary siRNAs carry out their action in the context of complexes
with the RDE-1 Argonaute. Consistent with this model, the pools
of primary siRNAs produced in rde-1 mutant backgrounds are
not capable of generating a secondary siRNA response (Sijen
et al., 2001; this work). It is interesting to note that the residualeding with the act-1 30 UTR trigger (blue line). Coverage at each base position is
oothing window of 61b is used. Enrichment of antisense counts throughout the
red to a nonactin target (green, red, and orange lines).
ct-3, act-4, or act-5 and not from act-1. Given the high signal of act-1matching
ds, there is some possibility that a fraction of the signal in (F) represents mis-
F) by generating a series of 72 ‘‘faux-actin’’ genes (Extended Experimental
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Figure 5. Genetic Requirements for Primary and Secondary siRNA Generation
(A) Model for RNAi in C. elegans. Exogenous dsRNA is processed by DCR-1 and RDE-4 into primary siRNAs. Short dsRNAs are then delivered to RDE-1,
potentially through an additional role of the dsRNA-binding factor. RDE-1 then cleaves the passenger strand, allowing subsequent maturation into active RISC.
The RDE-1 RISC then recruits the RdRP (RRF-1 or EGO-1) to the target RNA where the latter engages in secondary siRNA synthesis with the target as template.
Primary siRNA-complexed RDE-1 may endonucleolytically destroy target RNAs, whereas secondary siRNAs complex with the WAGOs and presumably further
downregulate the target RNA via an unknown mechanism.
(B) Mutations in RNAi factors affect primary and/or secondary siRNA synthesis. Pie charts indicate fraction of antisense sel-1 siRNAs comprised by trigger-
matched (red), target-matched (blue), and ambiguous (black) antisense sel-1 siRNAs. Numbers below pie charts indicate percentage of total small RNAs (sRNAs)
comprised of sel-1 siRNAs. See also Figure S5, S6, and S7.
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level of primary siRNAs in the absence of rde-4 is not sufficient to
trigger substantial secondary siRNA accumulation. This is
consistent with an additional role for rde-4 in this transition.
Indeed, in Drosophila, the dsRNA-binding protein and Dicer-
binding partner, R2D2, assists the loading of the siRNA into the
Argonaute-containing complex RISC (Liu et al., 2003; Marques
et al., 2010; Okamura et al., 2011). In an analogous manner,
RDE-4 may steer the newly processed primary siRNA into
RDE-1 over the other Argonautes thus engendering the exclu-
sivity RDE-1 exhibits in its choice of primary over secondary
siRNA. Alternatively, but not mutually exclusively, it is possible
that the selectivity of RDE-1 is based on structural constraints
that might only accommodate 50-monoP siRNAs (primary
siRNAs) and not 50-PPP species (secondary siRNAs). To this
end, structure determination of RDE-1 and the WAGOs would
be of great interest.
How does RDE-1, once charged with a primary siRNA, recruit
the RNA copying machinery? One model that can now be
rejected (based on the retention of secondary siRNAs in the
absence of the RDE-1 cleavage triad) is one in which the
RDE-1 RNase H activity cleaves the target RNA and the free
RNA termini somehow recruit the RdRP. As a working model,
a physical interaction between RDE-1 and the RdRP (Blanchard
et al., 2006) may tow the RdRP on to the target RNA. As an alter-
native, it is possible that RDE-1 somehow modifies the template
RNA in a manner that does not require its cleavage, creating
accessible sites for RdRP entry. Both of these models allow for
a nonexclusive direction bias of RdRP recruitment such that
secondary siRNAs are generated predominantly upstream of
the original trigger but also downstream to a lesser extent.
Interestingly, we also found that a low level of secondary
siRNAs was generated in an rde-1-independent fashion. This
siRNA pool lacks the characteristic distribution of rde-1-depen-
dent secondary siRNAs as a function of position within the
mRNA, suggesting a mechanism that is less efficient than
RDE-1 in tethering the RdRP to the vicinity of the trigger region.
Secondary siRNA Generation
Secondary siRNAs are most likely generated by the RdRP as
short 50-PPP transcripts on an RNA template (Aoki et al., 2007;
Pak and Fire, 2007; Sijen et al., 2007). In this work, we have
demonstrated a strong preference for C. elegans to use the
primary target RNA as the template for RdRP.
Secondary siRNA Function
The WAGOs or secondary Argonautes have previously been
shown to bind secondary siRNAs, and we show here that they
are required for secondary siRNA accumulation (Yigit et al.,
2006). After the WAGOs bind and stabilize the secondary
siRNAs, the resulting complexes can evidently target naive tran-
scripts (Sijen et al., 2001; Alder et al., 2003). The fate of the
secondary siRNA-WAGO targeted mRNAs is not clear; curiously
none of the WAGOs contain the DDH residues believed to
mediate cleavage of the target RNA strand.EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Induction of RNAi
Feeding- and soaking-based RNAi was carried out via standard procedures
(see Extended Experimental Procedures).Small RNA Capture
sRNAs were captured with a 50-monoP-enrichment method (Lau et al., 2001)
and a 50-P-independent method (Gent et al., 2010) as described. Numerical
values for siRNA coverage in figures and tables are normalized as noted. Small
RNA capture and sequencing protocols have the capability of detecting
numerous noncanonical or non-siRNA small RNA populations including
tRNA, rRNA, andmRNA fragments and other yet-to-be-characterized species.
We have in general not included such RNAs in our counting and analysis due to
some differences in recovery in different samples. Of particular note, related to
sel-1 was a 29 nt small RNA sequenced 15,261 times in the MAGO mutant
background; we have not further characterized the origin of this RNA.
Characterization of Secondary siRNAs
Analysis of 50 nucleotide composition of target-matched siRNAs reveals
a distinct preference for G that is not observed at adjacent positions or in
the other sRNA classes (Figures S1A, S1U, and S1V). Moreover, the majority
of these siRNAs appear to be 22 nt long (Figure S1K). Interestingly, both
secondary siRNAs and endogenous 22G siRNAs also appeared to be
50-PPP as the former are depleted in sequenced pools generated with the
50-monoP-enrichment protocol (Figures 1B, 1C, S1A, S1F, S1K, and S1P;
Gent et al., 2010); antisense target-matched siRNAs make up 87.9%
and 50.3% of total antisense sel-1 siRNAs in the 50-P-independent and
50-monoP-enriched data sets, respectively. These results indicate that the
majority of the antisense target-matched siRNAs share the salient features
of secondary endogenous siRNAs, with a triphosphorylated 50 end and biases
of 50G and 22 nt length (Han et al., 2009; Gent et al., 2010).
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